
Blueberries 



 Rather than a fused 
applique handle for the 
basket, I chose to make a 
bias handle.  The first 
thing I did was make a 
bias cut across the width 
of the basket fabric.  Line 
up the 45° line on the cut 
edge of the fabric and cut 
off a triangle (the handle 
strip needs to be 12” long. 



 I made the finished bias 
½” wide, which means 
the cut strip is 1” wide. 



 I was able to cut all the 
basket triangles from the 
triangle I cut off to make 
the bias.  Cut 2-1/2 strips. 



 Using the Easy Angle cut 
seven half square triangles 
– aligning with the 2-1/2” 
mark. 



 The block requires one 
triangle cut from a 6-1/2” 
strip.  Rather than 
cutting a full strip, I cut 
in about ½” 6-1/2” from 
the edge. 



 Use the Easy Angle to cut 
one half square triangle 
from the 6-1/2” “strip.”  
This is the biggest 
triangle this particular 
ruler can cut. 



 Cut a 4-1/2” strip. 



 From the 4-1/2” strip cut 
one half square triangle 
using the Easy Angle. 



 Also from the 4-1/2” wide 
strip, cut two rectangles 
2-1/2” wide. 



 Cut a 2-1/2” wide strip. 



 From the 2-1/2” strip, cut 
one 2-1/2” square. 



 Also from the 2-1/2” wide 
strip cut two half square 
triangles using the Easy 
Angle. 



 Lay out the block.  It will 
be put together in rows. 



 On shortest row, finger 
press seams toward the 
dark fabric.  Add brown 
triangle to the top of the 
row. 



 Press seam toward brown 
triangle. 

 Add a rectangle to the 
right side of the unit.  
Finger press toward the 
triangle units. 



 Middle Row -- Finger 
press seams toward the 
dark triangles except on 
the left side of the 
background square.  
Press that seam toward 
the background square. 

 Bottom Row – Finger 
press seam toward 
background rectangle. 



 Stitch the middle and 
bottom rows together.  
The seams should 
interlock. 

 Finger press toward the 
bottom row. 



 Stitch the 4-1/2” triangle 
to the end of the middle 
and bottom row. 

 Stitch the two sections 
together.  Again the 
seams should interlock.  
The intersection to pay 
attention to is the one in 
the center where 4 
triangles meet. 



 Add the 6-1/2” triangle to 
the left corner of the 
block. 



 To make the bias strip for 
the handle, I used a ½” 
bias tape maker and the 
bias strip cut in the first 
step. 



 The bias strip is centered 
and threaded through 
the bias tape maker. 



 It will most likely be 
necessary to use a pin 
through the slot in the 
tool to pull the fabric 
strip through. 



 Once the tip of the fabric 
is pulled through as 
shown, it’s good to go. 



 Press the first inch or so 
and then place a pin 
through the strip into the 
ironing surface to hold 
the strip. 



 Keep the tip of the iron 
up against the metal tip 
of the bias tape maker as 
it is pulled slowly along 
the strip. 



 Trace the bottom of the 
handle onto the block. 



 Pin the bias strip onto 
the block as shown. 



 Clip the stitches where 
the handle meets the top 
of the basket and tuck 
the bias tape into the 
seam.  Restitch the seam. 

 Hand stitch the handle 
in place. 



 For the blueberries, I 
found it easier to put the 
dark blue centers in first 
and then put together 
the clusters before 
placing on the complete 
applique. 



This block took longer 

than any of the previous 

blocks, and I still need to 

stitch the applique down. 


